Set Up The Canopy

Set Up The Steel Poles
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8-Thread the bed bed flap cross bar pole through the
bed flap cross bar pole sleeve (Fig 14). Insert the metal
ferrules into the 90 degree connectors (Fig 15, Fig 16).
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17-Connect the hook-&-loop closures around the steel
poles and connect the metal hooks into the holes in the
poles (Fig 27).
18-Tighten the bed flap straps and tailgate straps
evenly so the tailgate poles are standing straight up.
19-Adjust the steel poles so they are standing straight up
and tie off the strap’s loose ends (Fig 28).
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9-Flip the canopy over and place its bed flap over the
truck’s open tailgate and bed (Fig 17).
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10-Insert the metal ferrule of the tailgate pole into the
90 degree connector (Fig 18).
11-Place the plastic tip into the corner pocket of the
tailgate (Fig 19).
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WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY
FROM THIS CANOPY FABRIC
This canopy is made of flame-resistant fabric. It is not fireproof.
The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with a flame
source. The following precautions should be taken when using:
• Do not use candles, matches or open flames of any kind in or
near the canopy.
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• Do not cook directly underneath the canopy.
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12-Repeat steps 10-11 for the second tailgate pole (Fig 20).
13-Loosely attach the bed flap straps to the bottom
outside lip of the truck bed (Fig 21, Fig 22).
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14-Run the tailgate straps around the tailgate and
loosely attach to the lip of the bumper (Fig 23, Fig 24).
15-Place the steel poles and sand bags just in front of
the canopy’s orange triangle corners (Fig 25).

• Build campfires downwind and several meters away from the
canopy and be sure to fully extinguish campfires before leaving a campsite or before retiring for the night.
• Exercise extreme caution when using fuel-powered lanterns
or heaters underneath the canopy and use battery-operated
lanterns whenever possible.
• Do not refuel lamps, heaters or stoves underneath the canopy.
• Extinguish or turn off all lanterns before going to sleep.
• Do not smoke underneath the canopy.
• Do not store flammable liquids underneath the canopy.
• This canopy meets the flammability requirements of CPAI-84.
The application of any foreign substance to the fabric may
render the flame-resistant properties ineffective.
• In order to prolong its useful life, clean and dry the canopy
before storing.
• Clean the canopy by hand using warm water and mild soap
if necessary.
• Do not drive while the canopy is set up in the back of the truck.
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16-Lift the canopy and place the end of the steel poles
into the gray steel pole pockets (Fig 26).
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